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‘Elastic’ ranges are more likely than has been recently reported.
We start to identify critical thresholds that depend on a combination of parameters.
Even greater dispersal distances often fail to save the species beyond thresholds.
Species rarely survive if the leading margin falls behind optimal conditions.
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It is widely recognised that the response of a population to environmental change will be determined
by the eco-evolutionary dynamics of dispersal. Here, modelling the evolution of dispersal distance
within a species structured across an environmental gradient yields some important general insights.
First, it demonstrates that ‘elastic’ ranges are more likely features of range-shifting dynamics than has
been recently reported; when dispersal distance, rather than simply emigration rate, is modelled elastic
ranges occur regardless of the nature of the environmental gradient. Second, we start to identify critical
survival thresholds beyond which even the evolution of greater dispersal distance is unlikely to rescue a
population. The position of such thresholds depends on a combination of genetic, demographic and
environmental parameters. We ﬁnd simulated species rarely survive if the location of the range front of
a range-shift falls behind the optimal environmental conditions of the species. Should similar
thresholds exist for real species aggressive conservation actions such as assisted colonisation are likely
to be required to reduce the risk of extinction. We believe simple models, such as the one presented in
this study, will be essential for providing a theoretical underpinning for more tactical eco-evolutionary
models and informing conservation strategies to be employed under rapid climate change.
& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The synergistic effects of climate change and habitat fragmentation represent major threats for biodiversity. Already, numerous
species have exhibited both phenological and distribution shifts
that are consistent with climate change predictions (Parmesan,
2006; Ching Chen et al., 2011; Hellmann et al., 2012). It is
apparent that species with the ability to locally adapt to new
conditions or to shift their distributions to track climatic changes
are more likely to survive (Root et al., 2003; Thomas et al., 2004).
Importantly, selection can act on life-history strategies in a
direction that facilitates range shifts. For example, the evolution
of increased dispersal at the front of a shifting range (Thomas
et al., 2001; Travis and Dytham, 2002; Simmons and Thomas,
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2004; Travis et al., 2009) may induce evolutionary rescue and
save species from extinction. Evolutionary rescue has been
deﬁned as the process where the evolution and increase of a
few well adapted genotypes, in our case dispersive genotypes, can
halt and reverse the decline of a population during a period of
environmental change (Ferrie re et al., 2004). Populations undergoing evolutionary rescue have distinct U-shaped population
dynamics where initially large numbers of maladapted individuals die before the population recovers as better adapted
individuals reproduce (Bell and Gonzalez, 2009, 2011;
Gomulkiewicz and Holt, 1995). To date, studies of evolutionary
rescue have typically focused on how a local population in a
single patch responds to environmental change. However evolutionary rescue may also play an important macro-ecological role,
particularly through the evolution of life-histories that inﬂuence
the ability of a species to track the shifting climate. Here we
extend previous models of dispersal evolution to explore this
possibility.
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An increasing number of theoretical studies have explored the
ecological dynamics of species’ ranges structured across environmental gradients (Holt et al., 2005; Brooker et al., 2007; Mustin et al.,
2009; Payne et al., 2011) and a similar approach has also being taken
to explore eco-evolutionary dynamics (Dytham, 2009; Kubisch et al.,
2010; Phillips et al., 2010; Kubisch et al., 2011; Behrman and
Kirkpatrick, 2011; Phillips, 2012). For a stationary range the nature
of the gradient, be it in dispersal mortality, per capita growth rate,
patch capacity or local extinction rate, determines how dispersal
differentially evolves from the core to the margin (Dytham, 2009).
Crucially, the type of gradient determines the relative advantage of
more or less dispersive traits and therefore inﬂuences the direction of
selection on those traits, structuring their distribution across the
species’ range in stable conditions (Kubisch and Poethke, 2011). For
example, a gradient of increasing dispersal costs with distance from
the core drives reduced dispersal distance at the margin relative to
the core, while the contrary happens for gradients in patch turnover,
growth rate or habitat quality (Dytham, 2009).
Although most previous theory on dispersal evolution during
range expansion had explored populations spreading across homogenous landscapes (e.g. Travis and Dytham, 2002; Travis et al.,
2009), Kubisch et al. (2010) recently explored the evolution of
emigration propensity as a population expanded across an environmental gradient. Their results provided theoretical support for an
idea presented by Holt (2003) that under certain conditions range
margins may exhibit elasticity, with the distribution of a species
overshooting its ultimate or expected position. Elasticity arises due
to increased dispersal evolving at the expanding front that temporarily supports sink populations at the margins. However such sink
populations do not persist once evolution acts to reduce dispersal
back to the level selected at a stationary margin and their extinction
results in range contraction. Kubisch et al. (2010) concluded that
elastic boundaries are only likely to occur when the gradient is
structured in such a way that when the expansion phase is over
selection favours lower emigration rates at the range margin (i.e.
gradients in dispersal mortality and per-capita growth rate). Within
their study they modelled nearest-neighbour dispersal and concluded that the results are likely to be robust when considering the
evolution of dispersal kernels. However this requires veriﬁcation
and by using a model that allows dispersal kernels to evolve we can
establish the generality of their ﬁnding.
Here, we present the results of a theoretical study exploring
the eco-evolutionary responses of a species structured across
different types of environmental gradients during a period of
gradient shifting. Importantly we extend previous work by
focusing on the evolution of dispersal distances. Additionally by
incorporating shifting environmental gradients within the model
we are able to provide clear theoretical examples of evolutionary
rescue due to dispersal evolution. Finally we identify potential
critical survival thresholds beyond which even life-history evolution is unlikely to rescue species from extinction.

2. The model
We used a spatially explicit, individual-based model for
simulating range shifting dynamics of a species structured along
four different types of environmental gradients. We modelled a
hypothetical haploid species with discrete, non-overlapping generations, where each individual was characterised by its position
on the landscape and dispersal strategy.
2.1. Population dynamics
The landscape cells contained sub-populations characterised by
density-dependent dynamics. At the beginning of each generation,

each individual produced a number of offspring randomly drawn
from a Poisson distribution with mean m given by the following
equation, based on Hassell and Comins (1979) population model:




m ¼ l 1 þ l1=b 1

N

ðx,y,tÞ

b

K ðx,yÞ

where l represents the ﬁnite rate of population increase, N(x,y,t) the
local population size at time t and K(x,y) the cell’s carrying capacity.
b speciﬁes the type of competition and here was assumed to be
equal to 1 (‘contest’ competition) (Travis and Dytham, 2002; Travis
et al., 2009). Each offspring inherited its dispersal distance from the
parent; if a mutation occurred a random number drawn from a
uniform distribution between  0.1 and 0.1 was added to the
parent’s trait value (Atkins and Travis, 2010).
After reproduction the adults died and each offspring dispersed by a distance determined by drawing the displacements in
x and y dimensions from a negative exponential distribution with
a mean equal to the individual’s inherited dispersal distance, with
a direction drawn from a uniform circular distribution. If an
offspring arrived in an unsuitable cell it was assumed to die.
Note that results were qualitatively similar when we reran the
simulations but drawing dispersal distances from a normal
distribution.

2.2. Landscape gradients
We used discrete random landscapes of 4000  50 cells with
absorbing boundary conditions. The landscape was composed of a
single habitat type and 50% of the landscape was suitable. We
applied four types of environmental gradients along the x direction of the landscape (Travis et al., 2009; Kubisch et al., 2010):
decreasing local carrying capacity (K), decreasing habitat availability (h), decreasing per capita growth rate (l) and increasing
local extinction probability (e). The gradients were built following
the method of Travis and Dytham (2004) which combines linear
variability from the centre of the range (optimum) with local
heterogeneity. For each gradient, optimal conditions (either
K¼ 40, h¼ 100% of suitable cells, l ¼4 or e ¼0.01) declined linearly
to conditions that do not allow population survival (either K ¼0,
h¼0, l ¼ 0 or e ¼0.5). The range front during climate change was
determined as the position of the front-most individual. To
simulate a period of gradient shifting, latitudinal variability
became a function of time andmoved unidirectionally at a given
constant speed.

2.3. Simulation experiments
We performed a set of simulations on each of the four
gradients. In each, the range was stationary for the ﬁrst 300
generations, shifted for 200 generations and was then stable again
for 700 time steps. At the beginning of each simulation, each
suitable cell was initialised with 20 individuals, each of them
characterised by a dispersal distance randomly drawn from a
uniform distribution between 1 and 4 spatial units (assuming the
cells being 1 unit). Given a gradient in K, l, h, or e, we systematically explored the effects of varying K (between 5 and 30 with
intervals of 5), l (between 1.5 and 8 with intervals of 0.5),
mutation rate (m) (three levels: 0.01, 0.001 and 0.0001) and,
gradient shifting rate (between 1 and 8 rows/generation with
intervals of 1) and repeated each combination for 20 replicates.
When parameters were not varying we assumed constant values
of K¼ 30, l ¼4 and e ¼ 0.05.
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3. Results
Across the broad range of parameter space tested and for all four
types of gradients, we obtained qualitatively consistent results.
Similar to results presented by Dytham (2009), during the initial
period when the range was stationary, environmental gradients
caused spatial structuring of the dispersal strategies. For gradients in
carrying capacity (K) and local extinction probability (e) dispersal
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distances were higher at the range fronts and lower at the core,
while the contrary was true for the gradient in habitat availability
(h) and reproduction (l). At the start of an episode of climate change
range expansion was often not sufﬁciently rapid enough to allow
species to track their suitable climate space (examples are illustrated
in Fig. 1). Typically however, increased dispersal distances then
evolved on the range front resulting in higher rates of spread
enabling species to catch up with their shifting climate windows.
The increase in dispersal distances at the range front was often
dramatic. For example, for a gradient in h and in l dispersal distance
increased from a mean value of 0.1–6.1 cells and 0.2–7.2 cells
respectively (Fig. 2). Note also that during the episode of climate
change there may often be an extinction lag at the retreating
margin; this is particularly obvious in Fig. 1(b) where the species
occupied a substantial region behind the shifting climate space.
As the period of climate change concluded the range frequently
overshot the climate window and the rapid evolution of dispersal
distances back to starting values was associated with the contraction of the species’ range back to the equilibrium position (Fig. 2).
In contrast with Kubisch et al. (2010), we found that ‘elastic’ range
boundaries occurred for all gradients, even when the gradient was
structured in such a way that under stable climate conditions
selection favoured higher dispersal at the range margins (gradients
in K and e). Furthermore, the elasticity of the range at the end of
climate change was sensitive to the rate of climate change. For
slow rates of climate change (gradient shifting at 1 cell per
generation) the elasticity was minimal, if present at all. As the rate
of climate change increased however, both the overshoot and
resulting contraction following climate stabilisation increased
(Fig. 3). The period immediately after the start of climate change,
during which species began expanding their ranges, was a critical
phase. The combination of genetic and demographic characteristics
of the species and environmental conditions determined the
possibility for the species to catch up with the shifting environment (evolutionary rescue) or to go extinct. Generally, the combination of high mutation rate m, high growth rate(l), high carrying
capacity(K) (results not shown) and low speed of gradient shifting
increased the chances for evolutionary rescue and enabled the
species to better track the shifting environment.
An informative way of representing the effectiveness of the
species’ biogeographic response to climate change is to look at the
position of the leading front in relation to the optimum condition
(Fig. 4). Importantly, we found it was relatively rare for species to
survive if their expanding range front fell far behind the optimum
conditions (Fig. 4). We did however observe some regions of
parameter space where a species range may fall slightly behind
the climate optimum and still survive, particularly when the
environmental gradient was in K (examples in Fig. 4(b)).

4. Discussion

Fig. 1. Typical eco-evolutionary dynamics during range shifting. As climate
change commences, the leading edge of the range shifting population falls behind
the suitable climate space (just before climate change begins, we record the
environmental conditions within which all but 40 individuals are found and use
these to delimit the suitable climate window throughout the experiment). However, as increased dispersal ability evolves at the expanding front (illustrated by
lighter blues and by white for the most dispersive), the expanding front catches up
with the moving climate window. When the climate stabilises, dispersal evolves
back to that selected under a stationary climate and the range contracts back to
the width that it was prior to climate change. Here, we show examples for
gradients in K and l: in (a) K¼40 at the optimal conditions and declines by 0.5 per
row; in (b) l ¼ 6.0 at the optimal conditions and declines by 0.05 per row. In both
cases, e ¼ 0.1 and climate change starts at year ¼250 and proceeds at rate¼2 row/
year until year ¼ 350. The snapshots in the ﬁgures are for every 20 years from
year ¼ 240. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Our results emphasise that rapid changes in the spatial location
of a species’ optimal environmental conditions can lead to important
eco-evolutionary responses. Such responses are critical for determining whether species are able to track changes through space and
hence avoid extinction. During a period of climate change dispersal
abilities rapidly evolve upwards due to the combined effect of
dispersal becoming increasingly advantageous and the process of
spatial sorting; individuals at the leading front are typically selected
to have much higher dispersal distances than those in the core and
rear edge (Shine et al., 2011). Our results also emphasise that the
evolution of dispersal during range expansions can have interesting
consequences for the dynamics of species’ ranges, even sometimes
for substantial periods after climate change stops, a result predicted
by Holt (2003). We ﬁrst discuss this lag effect in the form of the
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Fig. 2. Changes in the mean dispersal distance and the position of the range front relative to the optimum. The period of climate change is highlighted in blue. On the left
hand side panels, the black lines represent the range front location (the grey shading being the 5% and 95% quantiles), while the red dots representthe mean dispersal
distance. On the right hand side, the evolving mean dispersal distances are shown against the range front position; the arrows and values in grey indicate the progression
of time. The data shown are the averages of 20 replicates for each scenario. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)

‘elastic range’ phenomenon, before considering how models such as
ours may help to identify critical thresholds beyond which even
evolution is unlikely to rescue a species from extinction.
We subsequently argue for the need to couple strategic theoretical
models, such as the one presented here, with the use of tactical
models in order to build a robust body of evidence upon which

policy makers and practitioners can draw as they make vital
decisions related to biodiversity management under rapidly changing environmental conditions.
Our results suggest the phenomenon of ‘elastic’ range margins
is much more general than recently thought (Kubisch et al., 2010).
Holt (2003) predicted there would likely be a shift in selection
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Fig. 3. The degree of elasticity relative to growth rate (l) and rate of gradient shifting at three different mutation rates m: (a) gradient in habitat availability h; (b) gradient
in carrying capacity K. The blue regions represent the parameter space where the species survived while in the white regions the species went extinct. The blue scale
indicates the difference between the front most position of the range after climate change ends and mean position of the front over 50 generations prior to climate change.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

pressure from favouring higher dispersal during range shifting to
favouring lower dispersal once climate stabilises—and this would
potentially result in ranges overshooting their ultimate position,
contracting somewhat as selection reduced dispersal at the
margins. Kubisch et al. (2010) presented the ﬁrst model results
to support this argument but only found ‘elastic’ ranges when,
under stationary conditions, the environmental gradient leads to
selection favouring higher dispersal at the range margins. In
contrast, we found elastic ranges can occur for all four types of
environmental gradients explored.
There are two important differences between our model and the
model used by Kubisch et al. (2010) that explain this important
difference in results. We modelled the evolution of dispersal distances
whereas Kubisch et al. (2010) modelled the evolution of emigration
probability, with all emigrants dispersing to any nearest-neighbour
cell. Realistically both the emigration rate and the dispersal kernel
will come under selection during range shifting jointly inﬂuencing the
dynamics of species’ ranges (Phillips et al., 2008; Travis et al., 2010).
When nearest-neighbour emigration propensity alone evolves, it
places a constraint on the dispersiveness that is able evolve during
range shifting and for some types of environmental gradient the
emigration probability of individuals during range expansion is not
substantially higher than the emigration probability evolving at a
stationary range margin. Nearest-neighbour emigration probability
only permits an individual to move one cell per time step. However,
an evolving dispersal kernel allows individuals to disperse across
multiple cells in every time step. Thus, even in gradients where
greater dispersal is selected for at a stationary margin than in the
core, allowing a dispersal kernel to evolve results in much higher
mean dispersal distances during range shifting. When expansion
stops the decline in the mean dispersal distances of the individuals
results in range contraction and therefore the elastic margin effect

becomes greater and more general. This lends support to other recent
work highlighting that modelling the evolution of dispersal kernels is
likely to provide more robust results when considering an expanding
population (Phillips et al., 2008; Travis et al., 2010; Vinatier et al.,
2011). Dispersal kernels are unlikely to remain static and evolve
rapidly in response to range expansion, thus the static kernel theory is
unlikely to hold true for sustained periods of range advance (Phillips
et al., 2008).
The second important distinction is that we modelled the
evolution of dispersal across the whole of a species’ range
structured across an environmental gradient, which then shifted
to simulate climate change (compare our approach with Travis
and Dytham, 2002; Travis et al., 2009; Behrman and Kirkpatrick,
2011; Phillips, 2012). Recent work has highlighted that this
approach is more appropriate for modelling range expansion
during climate change as classical invasion modelling may overestimate rates of range expansion (Boeye et al., in press). Invasion
into empty habitat allows dispersal distances to evolve continuously to very high values and range expansion to proceed at great
speed. The boundaries imposed by a climate window however
constrain these processes due to the risk of dispersing out of the
climate window into unsuitable habitat (Boeye et al., in press).
Furthermore in an invasion scenario the species can survive
regardless of climate change as the original range remains intact,
the invasion merely increases its extent. With a climate window
however the species must track suitable climate space to survive
as previously occupied space becomes uninhabitable, remaining
in-situ would result in extinction. It therefore becomes extremely
important to track the climate window and the more rapidly it
shifts the more dispersal is forced to evolve upwards. Thus, faster
climate shifts lead to greater dispersal and in turn a stronger
effect of range contraction following climate stabilisation.
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Fig. 4. Species survival depends upon l and rate of gradient shifting at three different mutation rates m: (a) gradient in habitat availability h; (b) gradient in carrying
capacity K. The blue regions represent the parameter space where the species survived while in the white regions the species went extinct. The blue scale indicates the
minimum distance from the range front to the range optimum. The black contours indicate those parameter values for which the range front fell back to exactly to the
optimum climate for the species before evolutionary rescue occurred. The deepest blue colours indicate regions of parameters space where species survived despite their
expanding front being located, at some point, behind the optimum climate space. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

Incorporating a shifting climate window also allowed us to
include the retreating margin and explore how dispersal evolution may rescue a species from extinction. Our theoretical results
at a macro-ecological scale match with existing theory on evolutionary rescue (Gomulkiewicz and Holt, 1995; Boeye et al., in
press) and with the recent empirical demonstration of this
phenomenon within local populations (Bell and Gonzalez, 2009,
2011). While most previous studies have demonstrated that local
populations undergoing evolutionary rescue have distinct Ushaped population dynamics, we ﬁnd that the spatial extent of a
species’ range can exhibit similar U-shaped dynamics during
climate change. In our case, there is an initial decline in the range
extent as individuals are insufﬁciently dispersive to allow the
population to spread as fast as the climate changes. As more
dispersive individuals evolve the range rapidly expands, often
catching the shifting climate window even before the episode of
environmental change ceases. This result is concurrent with
recent theoretical work by Boeye et al. (in press) who found the
evolution of higher dispersal distance induces evolutionary rescue
and often evolved dispersal distances are higher than necessary to
track shifting climate.
Importantly, the evolution of dispersal is frequently insufﬁcient to rescue the population and we observed extinction
thresholds that depended upon the combination of genetic,
demographic and environmental parameters (namely, mutation
rate, growth rate, carrying capacity and the speed of climate
change). In particular, high rates of climate change, low growth
rates, low carrying capacities and low mutation rates all act to
increase the risk of extinction. In our theoretical study we also
found that, under a broad range of parameter values, even
evolution is unlikely to rescue a species once its range margin

falls far behind its optimum climate. We suggest that this may
have applied relevance by providing guidance for deciding if (or
when) to attempt a more interventionist conservation action,
such as assisted colonisation (McLachlan et al., 2007; McDonaldMadden et al., 2011). While our results clearly indicate that many
species that initially exhibit range contractions will survive an
episode of climate change without intervention, some species
clearly will not.
Although highly simpliﬁed theoretical models such as the one
presented here are useful to gain initial qualitative insight and
can provide proofs of concept, the development of more complex
models incorporating greater biological and environmental realism is vital for gaining quantitative understanding to inform
biodiversity management.
A fundamental point of improvement to be sought is the way
we model the genetic architecture of traits (in this case dispersal
traits). In a recent theoretical study on evolutionary rescue and
local adaptation, Schiffers et al. developed a so-called allelic model
which starts to add genetic complexity in terms of quantitative
traits by explicitly modelling multiple loci, linkage and recombination. They found the probability of evolutionary rescue was
extremely sensitive to the assumptions made regarding linkage.
Although knowledge of the genetic determination of dispersal
remains limited, we can already make use of initial progress
identifying the genetics underlying dispersal (Haag et al., 2005;
Mitikka and Hanski, 2010) and start to build genetically explicit
models within a plausible range of scenarios. An important step in
this direction was taken recently in an eco-evolutionary study of
Glanville fritillary (Zheng et al., 2009). Zheng et al. (2009)simulated the spatial population and evolutionary dynamics using a
model parameterised with empirical data on the single nucleotide
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polymporhism in the phosphoglucose isomerase gene that has been
shown to determine dispersal ability in several insect species
(Haag et al., 2005; Mitikka and Hanski, 2010). Extending this
approach will help establishhowrobust the theory on dispersal
evolution is to different types of genetic architecture and move us
a step towards delivering quantitative insight of greater utility for
informing conservation actions.
We do not include local adaption of phenotypic traits, such as
thermal tolerance, to the local environment within our model.
However this process is likely to interact strongly with the
evolution of dispersal during periods of range shifting. Although
we have theoretical understanding of how local adaptation of
phenotypic traits and dispersal should jointly evolve in stationary
environments (e.g. Holt, 2003; Kisdi, 2002), we currently lack
theory exploring how their joint evolutionary dynamics might
inﬂuence the spatial dynamics of species’ ranges during episodes
of rapid environmental change. We suggest a two stage approach,
ﬁrst developing strategic theoretical models such as that presented in this paper in order to gain initial qualitative insights
before, second, developing models incorporating both a genetic
basis for local thermal adaptation and for dispersal evolution.
Thereafter we can begin to establish a greater quantitative understanding of the potentially complex dynamics.
Developing eco-evolutionary theory of species’ range
dynamics is vital in order to better understand, predict and
manage species shifting their biogeographic ranges as climate
changes. Our results emphasise the potential for evolutionary
rescue at a macro-ecological scale through the evolution of lifehistory strategies that facilitate species tracking shifting climate.
Our theoretical model has provided initial evidence of critical
thresholds beyond which even evolution is unlikely to rescue a
species. It would be useful to verify the robustness of these
ﬁndings with the development of further theory. Of course it is
of utmost importance to test the hypotheses of such strategic
models by conducting experiments in the ﬁeld; however we
believe eco-evolutionary modelling, both strategic and tactical,
is urgently required for providing a robust evidence-base to
underpin conservation decision making in an era of rapid environmental change.
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